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Pronouns worksheet high school pdf answer

Students are asked to fill in the blank with the correct pronoun. your, their, my, his, my/mine, their, yours, your, their, her, our/ours, your, theirs, yours Understanding pronouns is an important part of learning parts of speech. Subject pronouns (I, you, he, she, it, we, they), object pronouns (me, you, him, her, it, us, them) and reflexive pronouns
(myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves, themselves) are highlighted in these resources. These task cards come with extra blank cards, answer sheets, answer keys, and instructions for how to use task cards as a station activity, a center activity, a group practice, an individual check, an entry card, or an exit slip. yours, theirs, ours, hers,
mine C. Dream Scheme creates Interactive Primary PowerPoints to really bring learning to life! All proceeds from these resources are currently being used to support the welfare of dogs in Spain. Did you finish ____ homework?Eduardo is looking for ____ backpack.I thought this was __ car, but Sara told me that it was __ car.The TV has a scratch on
____ screen.The neighbors put up _____ Christmas lights early this year._____ family values honesty and kindness.Shauna and _____ boyfriend are going to the dance together._____ mom always told me to believe in myself.Have you bought Harrison a gift for ____ birthday?The mama cat takes good care of ____ kittens. I don’t want to share (we, our, ours)
work with the other team because it’s (we, our, ours).You left (your, yours, you're) keys over here.Some friends of (their, theirs, there's) are spending the weekend.Is that blue jacket mine or (your, yours, you're)?View & Download PDF A. The images are saved at 300dpi in transparent PNG files.The file contains images only. Person pronouns include I,
me, he, him, she, her, we, they, us, and them. By using these materials, students will be given many opportunities to practice identifying pronouns AND completing sentences with missing pronouns.This bundle inPage 8Pronouns (speech therapy or regular/ special education) - teach and practice! Use this pronouns activity to target subjective,
objective, and possessive pronouns. Write the independent possessive pronoun on a separate sheet of paper. It is _____.I bought the food, so it’s _____. The mama cat takes good care of her kitten. Is this (your, yours, you're) wallet?During (their, theirs, there's) reign, the king and queen were fair and just.Want to share (my, mine) salad with me?See if
the neighbors can help us cut down (our, ours, we) tree.Ask Carlos for (he, his, her) phone number.Don’t touch (my, mine) phone; it’s (my, mine).Cats are known for (their, theirs, there's) agility.My painting does not compare to (your, yours, you're).If (your, yours, you're) mom says yes, you can come to my party.The baseball team displayed (their,
theirs, they’re) trophy in the locker room. This game supports the Common Core Standard L.1.1.DBoom cards can be used in centers, assigned for homework, RTI, interventions, or even as whole group reviews. him, he, he, him, him D. You can order whatever you want. us, we, us, we, us E. They will cover recognition of pronouns and their various
functions under the grammatical rules. Follow us on Instagram for regular updates!Last updated26 September 2019This worksheet will help pupils to identify pronouns within sentences as well as developing their understanding of relative, possessive and personal pronouns. These are alsoPage 2This set teaches the "Using Tens" strategy for
equations through 20. Harry wrote a love poem for _____._____ went to the movies with Miguel.Debbie had a headache, so _____ took medicine.Have you told _____ the good news?The book was very enjoyable to _____. Randy's sister refused to give _____ the paper.When _____ fell out of the tree, he broke his arm.Did Sam tell you why _____ did not come
to the party?Ask Hagop what we should bring back for _____.I told _____ about the celebration. E. me, I, me, I, me B. The choice is _____.All my friends like to cook. Are you looking for purposeful, digital, NO PREP, paperless practice for the pronouns? This product is for you! This Boom Cards™ deck provides students practice with replacing nouns with
pronouns. report this ad Click here for a video preview of Task Cards! Activity Information:Task cards are so versatile! Each set comes with 35 leveled cards which are intentionally grouped by skill so you can use it as a differentiated intervention after a formative assessment. I wish it had reflexive pronouns too. It is BOTH a printable packet AND a
TpT Digital Activity in one product, making it ideal for distance learning. Students can identify which form of a pronoun should be used in different sentences. Everybody knows _____ spilled the beans.If the peaches are not ripe, don’t buy _____.Take off your shoes and put _____ in the closet._____ are the best of friends.Will and Tom wish _____ could
drive a car.View & Download PDF A. The printable version includes flash cards, 5 types of strategy cards (including basic and advanced levels), number lines, manipulatives, 5 simple games, one no-prep center, and two chants, all scaffolded into the following sections:Memorizing Tens"Mystery Numbers:" Finding the missing number in all positions of
an eqPage 3NOTE: This is a discounted, BUNDLED pack of my five grammar units! The pages included in this bundle are the same as the ones in the individual units listed below: An Article Adventure: {a, an, the} Activities, Posters, and Printables *Anchor Charts (Articles, A, An), 4 Literacy Centers, 4 Printables Conjunctions Under Construction:
Anchor Charts, Centers, and Printables *Anchor Charts (Conjunctions, Examples), 4 Literacy Centers, 6 Printables Painting Prepositions: Anchor Charts and ActiPage 4DIGITAL PDF AND PRINTABLE PACKET: You will download 30 pronoun task cards and 2 cut and paste worksheets with an owl theme for 1st grade, 2nd grade, ESL, speech therapy
and special education students. You may use the printable task cards in literacy centers or stations for fun practice and review games and activities, such as a scavenger hunt or SCOOT. This website uses cookies We and our advertising partners use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on our website, to show
you personalized content and targeted ads, to analyze our website traffic, and to understand where our visitors are coming from. You can find more information and change your preferences herePage 2 Here are two pronoun worksheets for elementary and middle school grades. Fill in the blank with we or us. The words on the cover are for
representation purposes only.Images included: he, it, me (boy), me (girl), she, that, themselves, thesePage 6Do you want to make learning pronouns he, she, we, they, and it fun? Thanks again.Empty reply does not make any sense for the end userReport this resourceto let us know if it violates our terms and conditions. Cooking is a favorite activity of
_____.My brother and I bought a car together to share, so it is _____.The candy belongs to Sarah. Fill in the blank with I or me. her, she, she, her, her C. Fill in the blank with she or her. Write the correct possessive pronoun on a separate sheet of paper. Our customer service team will review your report and will be in touch. For an added challenge,
bring in the proper usage of the independent form of these pronouns (mine, his, hers, its, yours, ours, and theirs). Fill in the blank with he or him. · Choose the pronoun (he, she, it, they): 6 task cards x 3 tasks per card = 18 tasks· Choose the pronoun (his, her, its, their): 6 task cards x 3 tasks per card = 18 tasks· Choose the pronoun (I or me): 6 task
cards x 3 tasks per card = 18 tasks· Choose the pronoun (my,Page 9TPT School AccessUnlock access to 4 million resources — at no cost to you — with a school-funded subscription. they, them, them, they, they Pronouns get a little more complicated in middle school. This worksheet can be used in conjunction with the following free PowerPoint:
#stressfreeteaching_dreamscheme Creative Commons "Sharealike"Select overall rating(no rating)Your rating is required to reflect your happiness.Write a reviewUpdate existing reviewIt's good to leave some feedback.Something went wrong, please try again later.Thank you! This is just what I need. You can tell which pronoun to use depending on
whether the pronoun is the subject or object of the sentence. These differentiated questions can be used in conjunction with the included support sheet or without (should you choose to challenge more able students). She cannot come with _____ today.After _____ eat, let's see a movie.Come on in and tell _____ the news!I know where _____ can go.Dad is
coming with _____ to buy school supplies. I especially like the support sheet where the types of pronoun were classified. Write the proper pronoun on a separate sheet of paper. Complete the following sentences by writing down the words on a separate sheet of paper. For more pronoun practice, check out some elementary practice sheets that focus
on possessive pronouns. Fill in the blank with they or them. your, his, my/her, its, their, our, her, my, his, her B. What did your sister say about (her, his, hers) job interview? Use the lighter line black and white image for larger images and the darker line for images that will be reduced. Once you know how to replace nouns with the correct pronouns,
you’re on your way to writing more clearly. They also work well for transition activities, as exit tickets, for morning work, and as quick formative assessments. Students can play on laptops, tablets, phones, and Smartboards.In this dPage 7This bundle contains multiple resources for introducing students to the function of pronouns within sentences.
Game ideas, a student respPage 5Clip Art - Pronouns: This set contains all of the images shown - 46 images (23 in color, 23 in a light line black and white, and 23 in a dark line black and white). Older students can focus on possessive pronouns, which include my, his, her, its, your, our, and their. Mom drove _____ to school today._____ really want that
chocolate cake.Everyone is happy for _____.When ___ get home, I am going to bed.Is that present for _____?
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